Cold Open: DEEP TEASE 1
(Mike)
<<cam 1>>Have you ever wondered what the real story is behind Pope Pius XII,
the Vatican, Nazism and the Holocaust? Is it true that Pius XII was an antisemite, and that the Vatican was in cahoots with the Nazi’s?
Are these questions YOU need answered?
Well stick around, because today we’ve got shocking new details on the man,
the myths and the legend… right here on CIA

INTRODUCTION
<<cam1>>Hello and welcome to another edition of Catholic Investigative
Agency… C I A…I’m Michael Voris.
Yes, I’m sure you’ve all heard the talk around the ol’ water cooler… Pius XII
didn’t speak out against the Nazis… Pius XII did nothing to help the Jews during
the holocaust…
Or maybe, from the more deluded of your co-worker pontificators… the notion
that Pius XII somehow supported Hitler and the Nazis.
Well, as you might have guessed… the pop culture perception of Pius XII is
nothing more than the mere fabrication of cultural and media myths…
In an effort to address those myths, today’s topic is Pope Pius XII and the
Jews… debunking the lie that while Hitler and his Nazi regime were
systematically and ruthlessly exterminating the Jewish people across Europe,

Pope Pius XII… and by extension the Catholic Church… stood idly by, or worse,
were complicit in the atrocities.
As always, we begin our show with a Thesis statement, and that is…
“Contrary to commonly held belief, Pius XII fought stridently to save the Jews of
Europe from the gas chambers of Nazi Germany. Moreover, his courageous
efforts were universally recognized until the mid 1960’s… until liberal Catholics
began to spread lies about his actions.”<<turn to cam 2>>
We’re going to give you the ammo you need to combat those who despise the
Church…
Today’s program will arm you with valuable facts… facts that will allow you to
competently refute the liars and ideologues who claim that Pius XII did nothing
to help the Jews…to clarify the Pope’s alleged silence during the Holocaust…
and, to explain where all these false accusations against Pius XII originated.
THE MYTH DEFINED AND DENIED
<<cam 1>>If you are not familiar with the topic, lets take a moment to fill out this
myth a little more…
There are two common perceptions about Pius XII’s behavior during World War
II… The first is that, at best, Pius XII was both silent and inactive in the face of
the Nazi terror.
That he did nothing to oppose Hitler, never publicly condemning him or his

ideology, and never excommunicating members of the Nazi party.
The second is that, at worst, Pius XII collaborated with the Nazi’s, and so .. not
only passively, but ACTIVELY, had a hand in the terrible genocide.
These allegations against Pius XII are patently false. Let me say that again, the
accusations that purport Pius XII was in any way less than courageous in his
defense of the Jews during the Holocaust is absolutely absurd… and a grave
injustice.
Pius XII, and the Catholic Church, did all they could to help the Jews… and
even endured their own persecutions at the hands of the Nazis as a result.
Remember, that in addition to the 6 million Jews who were murdered by Hitler
and the Nazis… countless others who were non-Jews were also murdered…
many of whom were Catholic clergy and Catholic resistors. <<turn cam 2>>
Now that you know the unadulterated truth, we can begin to build an argument
in support of it… an argument whose strength is drawn from viable historical
facts.
We will follow the life of Pius XII chronologically, beginning with his opposition to
the Nazi Party as Papal Nuncio to Germany, up through the beginning of his
reign as Pope in 1939 … when coinciding with the outbreak of World War II .. he
then waged a covert war against the Third Reich.
We shall begin, then, with the early years against Nazism…

THE EARLY YEARS AGAINST NAZISM
<<cam 1>>As Papal Nuncio to Germany, Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli established
himself as an outspoken critic of Nazi ideology… years before Hitler declared
himself Fuhrer.
In fact, as Nuncio, between 1917 and 1929, and on German soil… he delivered
over 40 speeches attacking Nazism… and criticizing Hitler’s doctrines.
Pacelli’s outspoken opposition to Nazism did not end when he became the
Vatican Secretary of State in 1930.
In this highly influential capacity, he continued to publicly denounce the Hitlerian
ideology across Europe.
For example…
On April 28, 1935, more than four full years before the war began, Pacelli,
speaking to a crowd of over 250,000 pilgrims in Lourdes, France publicly
criticized the ideology of Hitler and the Nazi party.
He said that the Nazis quote, <<pause board>>
<<turn cam 2>>Further proof of his abhorrence to Nazism is the fact that Pacelli
never once met Hitler... so great was his aversion to Nazi ideology.
In fact, speeches and other such bold public acts, in addition to countless
private notes sent to Berlin, earned Pacelli, as Vatican Secretary of State, a

reputation as a strident enemy of the Nazis among the top brass of the Nazis
themselves.
But Pacelli’s opposition to the Nazis did not end when he became Pope, in fact,
his opposition became even more pronounced.
So lets take a look at some things Pope Pius XII did in the early stages of his
pontificate … actions which concretized his position as an enemy of Hitler.
ACTIONS AS POPE; EARLY YEARS OF WWII
<<cam1>>Recalling Pacelli’s reputation as Secretary of State, it may come as
no surprise to learn that the Germans were vociferous in speaking out against
the possibility that Pacelli might succeed Pope Pius XI.
Indeed, when Pacelli ascended to the throne of St. Peter in March of 1939, the
announcement was met by the Berlin Morgenpost with the following, quote,
<<pause board>>
On September 1, 1939, not even six months into his pontificate, Hitler invaded
Poland… and war descended upon Europe.
Yet Pope Pius XII remained unwavering in his disgust towards Nazism… even
as the very real threat of Nazi conquest confronted him.
One incident in particular displays the absolute steadfastness with which he
opposed the Nazi regime… even as that great force of evil breathed down his
neck.

In early 1940, Hitler attempted to co-opt the Pope. On March 11, 1940, he sent
Joachim von Ribbentrop to dissuade Pius XII from maintaining his anti-Nazi
stance.
Von Ribbentrop made a lengthy presentation privately to Pope Pius on the
invincibility of the Third Reich, the inevitability of Nazi take over, and the
foolishness of siding with the enemies of the Fuhrer.
Throughout the harangue, the Pope listened silently and unemotionally. <<turn
cam 2>>
But when von Ribbentrop had finished his thinly veiled threat, Pius XII calmly
opened a ledger on his desk and began reciting, in perfect German, a list of
atrocities committed by the Third Reich in Poland, giving precise details of each
crime.
Upon completing the list, Pius XII waited for von Ribbentrop’s response. But a
response never came, and the audience was terminated.
Pope Pius XII, staring into the eyes of the beast itself, remained resolute in his
opposition towards Hitler, and set up himself… and the Church… henceforth as
enemies of the Fuhrer and allies to the Jews.
These facts prove that in the years leading up to the war, and even during the
early stages of the war itself, Pius XII was a strong, and often times vocal, Nazi
detractor and Jewish supporter.

However, even after bringing these facts to the table, you may still meet with
some opposition… opposition that will come from Pius XII’s apparent silence
during the holocaust.
So, let us address this silence…
ADDRESSING THE SILENCE
<<cam 1>>As you might have heard, the main accusation against Pius XII is
that during the Holocaust itself, he remained silent and inactive…
Only the more extremely delusional critics say that he actively supported the
Nazi extermination of the Jews.
Bear in mind that both of these claims are false.
But while the second claim is utter nonsense, the first claim deserves attention
because those wishing to defame Pius XII often cite it… and you need to know
how to combat it.
How come Pius XII didn’t publicly denounce the Nazis by name, or
systematically excommunicate Catholic Nazis?
If there is any truth to the claim that Pius XII and the Vatican were silent, it was
not out of cowardice or moral indifference.
It was because the Vatican was engaged in a subversive clandestine war
against the Nazis… a war successfully saving countless thousands of Jews
across Europe.

A slew of contemporary documents have come to light in the past handful of
years establishing the efforts of Pius to secretly work to save the Jews.
So the accusation that Pius XII was both silent AND inactive is wholly
inaccurate…and flies in the face of all the facts of history.
The pope WAS muted, but it was so that he could maximize the effectiveness of
his ACTIONS… and we will discuss those actions shortly. <<turn cam 2>>
But first, it is necessary to show why it was in the best interest of both Jewish
and Catholic Europeans alike for Pius XII to be somewhat muted in public
condemnations of Nazism after the war began.
Recall the situation in Europe during the days of Nazi occupation .. most lands
were under total Nazi control and those areas that were not occupied
perpetually faced the immanent threat of occupation .. including the Vatican
City-State.
Jews and Catholics were, obviously, dispersed throughout all of occupied and
unoccupied Europe… and so the threat of Nazi brutality was ever present.
Indeed, Pius XII knew that any outright public attack against the Nazis would
incite the full wrath of the Fuhrer upon Catholics in occupied territories.
So then, the best thing that he could do for Catholics in Europe was to be
publicly silent.

And by the very same token, this was also the best thing he could do for the
Jews, as well.
This is because, if Catholics began to be targeted, they would no longer be able
to provide any assistance to the Jews.
The need to avoid making inflammatory statements against the Nazis …in such
a delicate situation …was recognized in most Jewish circles at the time,
according noted Jewish Historian, Rabbi Pinchas Lapide.
About this, Lapide also says, <<pause board>>
<< turn cam 1>> One incident in particular demonstrated to Pius XII the
potential negative consequences of speaking out against the Nazis.
Johann de Jong, the Archbishop of Utrecht, in Holland after being warned by the
Nazis not to protest the deportation of Dutch Jews, chose to speak out against
the injustice anyway.
The Nazi retaliation was swift and terrible… They rounded up the entire
population of Jewish converts to Catholicism in Holland and sent them to their
deaths… Among those Catholic Jews executed in the retaliation was Carmelite
philosopher Edith Stein.
Essentially, Pius XII had two options, remain quiet publicly, but be able to
actively and covertly save Jews with the full power and organization of the
Catholic Church;

or he could have mugged for the cameras and publicly denounced Hitler and the
Nazis and thus brought about the persecution of Catholics, and as a result
ended his ability to help the Jews. <<turn cam 2>>
So the Pope chose to remain relatively quiet in order to undertake clandestine
efforts to save the Jews and undermine the Nazis.
Yet, Pius XII was not totally silent during World War II. When Jews first began
to be arrested in Italy, he did speak out in defense of the Jews in the Vatican
newspaper L’Osservatore Romano.
Let us offer some specific examples of the work the Pope did, often at great risk,
at the service of the persecuted Jews during the Holocaust.
ACTIONS TAKEN DURING HOLOCAUST
<<cam 1>>Oftentimes actions are much more important than words… Pius XII
sacrificed words for the liberty to actively save Jewish lives… and act he did.
To cite renowned Jewish diplomat and historian, Rabbi Pinchas Lapide again,
HE estimates that between 700,000 to 860,000 Jewish lives were saved by the
efforts of Pius XII during the Holocaust.
Lets take a look at some specific examples of such efforts….<<turn cam 2>>
While the U.S., Great Britain, and many other countries refused Jewish refugees
during the war, The Vatican, at the direction of Pius XII, issued thousands of
fake documents to Jews across Europe.

These documents allowed Jews to travel secretly as Christians so that they
could escape Nazi deportation.
In addition to these invaluable travel documents Pius XII provided much needed
financial support to the Jews.
Jewish historians say the financial aid provided by Pius XII numbered into the
millions of dollars in the 1940’s… dollars even more valuable today.
However, it was Pius XII’s service to the Jews of Rome that are most tangible…
best able to refute the water cooler myth.
Rabbi Lapide notes that at least 155 convents and monasteries belonging to the
Vatican provided secret shelter to 5,000 Jews in Rome throughout the duration
of German occupation.
3,000 more Jews were safely hidden at the Pope’s summer residence, Castel
Gandolfo…
Another 60 found refuge for 9 months at the Gregorian University… 6 even had
a safe place to sleep in the cellar of the Pontifical Biblical Institute. <<turn cam
1>>
These are just a handful of examples… and the list goes on and on. Note that
Pius provided safe haven to Jews not only on Church property, but also in the
Vatican itself… even in his own summer home.
Again, recall that Rabbi Lapide estimates that at least 700,000 Jews were saved

by the efforts of Pius XII and the Vatican during the Holocaust.
He estimates that, this total is higher than the efforts of every other Jewish relief
organization combined.
So one shocking fact you may choose to share with coworkers next time they
bash Pius XII, would be to point out that the Catholic Church, at the direction of
Pope Pius XII,… was the single most successful relief organization in saving
Jewish lives, dwarfing all others. <<turn cam 2>>
In fact, Pius XII’s efforts on behalf of the Jews was so great that during the war,
on February 28, 1944, Rabbi Yitzak Herzog, the chief rabbi of Jerusalem at the
time had this to say … as Europe yearned for the war to come to an
end.<<pause board>>

POST WAR PRAISE 1945-1963
<< cam 1>>Praise for Pius XII from the Jewish community did not end with the
defeat of the Nazis.
As more information came out in the years immediately following the war, Pius
XII was universally recognized… by both Jews and non-Jews… for the
courageous work he did at the service of the Jewish people… as well as for his
efforts to subvert Nazi forces.
Here are some examples of the praise given to Pius XII by the Jewish
community:

Listen carefully to Moshe Sharett, who would later become Israel’s first foreign
minister and second prime minister … and also these words of praise from
Rabbi Herzog … the first Chief Rabbi of Israel … along with Albert Einstein …
and even Golda Mier … a future prime minister of Israel … upon the Holy
Father’s death in 1958.
<<pause, for four voiced boards>>

<<turn cam 2>>Yet, Israel Zolli, the chief Rabbi of Rome during the Occupation,
gave perhaps the greatest testimony to Pius XII’s virtue.
In 1945, after having been an eye witness to the actions of Pius XII for the
Jewish people, Israel Zolli converted to Catholicism… and even took Eugenio as
his baptismal name… the given name of Pope Pius XII.
The question then, becomes clear. How did the public perception of Pius XII
change so drastically that he went from hero… to villain… and who was
responsible for spreading the lies about him?
HOW THE LIE WAS PROPOGATED
<<cam 1>>The appalling notion that Pius XII did nothing to help the Jews didn’t
begin until two full decades after world war II ended.
Lies about Pius XII began to be propagated by liberal leaning Catholics who…
swept up in the Spirit of Vatican II, began a libelous smear campaign against the
Church in order to undermine its authority…

What better way to discredit the Church than to suggest it was complicit in one
of the most heinous crimes humanity has ever seen… and that the Pope, was
aligned with Hitler and the Nazis?
<< turn cam 2>>
The first instance of publicly questioning the Popes valor during the War came in
the Play The Deputy… written by German author and militant anti-catholic, Rolf
Hochhuth.
The play debuted in 1963, and depicted the Pope as a weak, cowardly man, too
petrified by fear to speak out against the Nazis and their crimes against the
Jews.
The fact of the matter is that The Deputy was not a widely seen play… and so
surely it, in itself, is not to blame for changing the public perception of Pius XII.
But as it turns out, timing was everything… and in this case, The Deputy
debuted at exactly the right time to provide the impetus for a smear campaign to
be launched against the memory of Pius XII.
In 1963, when the play debuted, the Church was in the heat of Vatican II, and
many… both clergy and laity… were calling for massive social change.
It was the beginning of the permissive age, and modernists and progressives
within the Church realized that traditional Catholic Orthodoxy was the major
obstacle to the social… and sexual… change that they so desperately desired.

They knew that they had to undermine the Church… for if you undermine the
Church, you can validate revolutionizing it as you see fit.
So the liberals within the church seized on the fiction of the play, and began to
transform that fiction into their own historical fairy tale.
Their story found favor with a western culture that was likewise in the mood for
social change… and it began to spread throughout the world like wildfire… with
the first generation passing the lie onto their children …and so on…. << turn
cam 1>>
And such is the state we find ourselves in today… where it is simply taken for
granted in this pop culture society that Pius XII was an anti-semite who stood by
silently as the Jewish race was systematically exterminated.
Even down to our own contemporary time .. whenever the case is mentioned for
the canonization of Pope Pius XII .. an uproar from liberal Jews and the
mainstream media erupts every time.
The myth of so-called “Hitler’s Pope”, to borrow the phrase of a libelous and
slanderous book .. is perpetrated over and over again.
Various international bodies feel the greatest compunction to denounce Vatican
efforts to advance the cause of Pope Pius XII. They immediately appear in the
media attacking any such efforts and using the occasion to viciously malign the
Church.
As Catholics, however, we are duty bound to defend the faith… as well to

defend the visible body of Christ on Earth, Holy Mother Church, and her earthly
head, the Pope.
CONCLUSION
<< cam 2>> Fortunately, for those wishing to defend the honor of Pius XII and
the Church, there remains recourse to the facts… and the facts are not in favor
of those water cooler myths…
Indeed, the facts we have shown you today prove that Pius XII was nothing less
than splendidly courageous in his non-stop efforts to save the Jews …and also
in his absolutely uncompromising opposition to Nazism.
Use these facts to defend the faith, to defend a great man and Pope, Pius XII.
You see, the problem with lies and myths is that they are, by definition, not
based on the truth of reality… and so … they shatter when confronted with the
truth.
<<turn cam 1>> … so now you know
<<check match for hands/head/body to canned out >>

